Immersive HANDS-ON Workshop
A Cultural Group Activity for All Ages!

A popular cultural enrichment program for all kinds of groups and for ages 5 and up.

The Immersive "Hands-On" Workshop offers an enriching experience in an American Sign Language-rich environment lead by Deaf Docents. This program introduces participants to the Deaf Community, its culture and languages as well as bridge the language gap between the Deaf and non-Deaf communities by promoting shared signing communities for all.

The Immersive "Hands-On" workshop consists of a 1 (one) hour program split into three 20 minute sessions. Choices of: 1) Observing Visual Vernacular performances, 2) Learning the Signs for Different Countries around the world, 3) Exploring De'VIA genre artwork, 4) Learning about Deaflympics, 5) learning Animal Kingdom Signs.

Request a workshop at www.museumofdeaf.org/hands-on (Voice interpreting is provided).

Experience an American Sign Language-rich Private Docent Tour lead by a Deaf Docent fluent in American Sign Language and geared for age 13 and up. Voice interpretation is provided upon request. The Deaf Docent will first guide the visitors through a 10 minute introductory video, next will explore the De'VIA genre artworks in the Chuck Baird Art Gallery, then dive into the exhibits on the rich history, culture, languages and artifacts of the Deaf community and Deaf schools in America.

The Private Docent Tours is one hour and a half long. Request a private docent tour at www.museumofdeaf.org/tours (Voice interpreting is provided).